End of Lap 20: Time of Race: 00:34:44.0093 Avg Speed: 84.264 Lead Changes: 0 Caution Laps: 5

Fastest Lap: 102.167 mph (85.9415 sec) on lap 6 by 19 - Alex Baron

Fastest Leader Lap: 102.087 mph (86.0088 sec) on lap 15 by 8 - Kyle Kirkwood

---

### Lead Change Summary

- **Driver:** Kirkwood, Kyle (R)
- **Car:** 8
- **SP:** 1
- **Lap:** 20
- **Time Down:** --:---
- **Elapsed Time:** 00:34:44.0093
- **Avg Speed:** 84.264
- **Best Time:** 01:26.0088
- **Pts:** 32
- **Running/Reason Out:** Running

---

### Leader Summary

- **Driver:** Kirkwood, Kyle
- **Car:** 8
- **Laps Led:** 20

---

### Caution Summary

- **No:** 1
- **Duration:** 11 to 12
- **Reason for Caution:** Off Course: Car 24 in Turn 4
- **Total Pts:** 1

- **No:** 2
- **Duration:** 17 to 18
- **Reason for Caution:** Spin: Car 37 in Turn 4
- **Total Pts:** 1

- **No:** 3
- **Duration:** 20 to 20
- **Reason for Caution:** Off Course: Car 82 in Turn 12
- **Total Pts:** 1

---

### Penalty Summary

- **Car:** 27
- **Reason:** Shortcut
- **Lap:** 20
- **Penalty:** 30 Second Penalty

- **Car:** 5
- **Reason:** Blocking
- **Lap:** 20
- **Penalty:** 30 Second Penalty

- **Car:** 91
- **Reason:** Failure to Leave Racing Room
- **Lap:** 20
- **Penalty:** 30 Second Penalty

- **Car:** 21
- **Reason:** Avoidable Contact
- **Lap:** 20
- **Penalty:** 30 Second Penalty

- **Car:** 29
- **Reason:** Pass Under Yellow
- **Lap:** 20
- **Penalty:** Reposition

- **Car:** 28
- **Reason:** Avoidable Contact
- **Lap:** 11
- **Penalty:** Drive Through Penalty

---

(C)hassis: T=Tatuus | (E)ngine: M=Mazda | (T)ire: C=Cooper Tires